BLOODY LUCRE: CARCERAL LABOR AND PRISON PROFIT
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The pursuit of profit is inextricably intertwined with America’s system of carceral labor and criminal punishment. Along with the institution of slavery, the harnessing of involuntary carceral labor yielded enormous proceeds through transformation of human toil into financial gain. Profit incentives have exerted a profound influence on the shape of American carceral labor. From 16th-century British convict transportation to 21st-century private corrections companies, profitable returns from involuntary carceral servitude have been an important feature of criminal punishment.

This Article traces the coruscating power of the private profit motive within the criminal justice system, one of the first to chart the ways this focus on revenues has shaped the forced toil of those under correctional control. By thoroughly evaluating our carceral history, and dissecting the financial currents that have shaped the many forms of involuntary inmate servitude, we will be better able to disentangle how money has influenced and warped our system into one of mass incarceration. Moreover, a full understanding of our carceral past could help us begin to rechart the course of modern criminal justice, eliminating this kind of involuntary servitude in our system.
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Introduction: “Follow the Money and See Where It Goes”

The profit motive is inextricably intertwined with America’s system of carceral labor and criminal punishment. Profit incentives have exerted a profound influence on the shape of American carceral labor. This dynamic has held fast through slavery, Reconstruction, the Industrial Revolution, the Great Depression, and the Great Society, continuing through today. The profit motive surfaces in all forms of detention through U.S. history, not only for the convicted but also for the disabled and those who are not citizens.

If profits are a major motivator of American mass incarceration, then carceral labor is one of the primary engines driving the entire enterprise. Along with the institution of slavery, involuntary carceral labor created huge return by transforming human toil into monetary gain. From 16th century British convict transportation to 21st century private corrections companies, involuntary carceral servitude has been a feature of criminal punishment, always with an eye towards revenue. This Article traces the coruscating power effect of profits within the criminal justice system, charting the ways this focus on revenues has shaped the forced toil of those under correctional control.

From a citizen’s first interaction with the justice system through their release into the community, profit-seeking is embedded in our modern carceral machine. This particularly American motivation can be tied, in part, to deep-rooted eugenic beliefs still informing our carceral system. For centuries, society has judged those who can work, or produce, as genetically superior to those who cannot. This belief system undergirds the criminal justice system as well. The Puritan work ethic remains a motivator of criminal process, finding its apogee in involuntary carceral labor: everyone must produce, even while under correctional control. In many ways, our modern version of eugenically-driven incarceration is transparent, in that today’s criminal punishment is sold to private businesses as a way of extracting profit from so-called unproductive “undesirables,” through the process of obligatory work.

This Article is the first piece of scholarship to comprehensively detail and trace the role of money-making in carceral labor apart from slavery, from the early colonial period through our current time. By thoroughly evaluating our carceral history, and dissecting the financial currents that have shaped the many forms of required inmate labor, we will be better able to disentangle another way lucre influences our system of mass incarceration. Moreover, a full understanding of our carceral past will help us begin to rechart the course of modern criminal justice, hopefully eliminating this kind of involuntary servitude for good.

The Article proceeds in five parts. Part I details the history of early colonial and American criminal justice, explaining how beginning with the British arrival, profits were always associated with imprisonment, quickly becoming enmeshed with carceral labor, which was thought to improve men in both body and soul. Part I then moves to the development of early 19th-century.

---

industrial prisons, which were the first to make carceral labor the primary focus of incarceration, to better extract revenue out of the incarcerated.

Part II carefully examines the two very different trajectories between the North and South in post-Civil War carceral labor. The Article contends that in the South, the entrapment of many Black citizens into carceral bondage was equally a function of profit-making as virulent racism. Although many standard histories conclude that the brutal regime of Southern carceral labor ended with convict leasing, the Article additionally explores how these practices simply continued under other names, including the chain gang, debt peonage, and penal farms. This comprehensively analyzes the entirety of such servitude through the lens of profit. In doing so, it finds that the South’s postbellum utilization of deadly carceral labor practices was motivated by an unaltering focus on money-making, demanded by the state, the county, the criminal justice system, and innumerable private industries.

Part II additionally scrutinizes the concomitant transformation of Northern penal institutions into more modern sites of commerce, relying upon carceral labor to do so. It looks in particular at the growing emphasis on inmate “hard labor,” as well as the increasing federal and state interest on extracting revenues from prisons instead of investing in them.

Part III investigates modern day carceral labor practices in prisons, jails, and alternative correction sites, finding that most inmate work is still designed to create revenues for both government agencies and private businesses, with little thought or focus on the incarcerated persons themselves. Part III also details how modern-day carceral labor, although less overtly racist and lethal, still exploits the incarcerated for maximum profits.

Part IV analyses the many complicated ways that the law assists in making corrections a revenue-creating enterprise, including federal labor laws, social security regulation, tax laws, OSHA, and the Clean Air Act. In addition, Part IV also looks at how the banking industry helps prop up many private companies profiting from inmate labor, making it possible for these businesses to thrive.

Finally, Part V focuses on potential solutions for the carceral labor situation as it currently exists, highlighting the national movement to revise the 13th Amendment to eliminate slavery in all aspect, state abolition amendments, minimum wage floors, and divestment from companies using carceral labor. All of these solutions point to one ultimate answer: the necessity of eliminating involuntary carceral servitude.

The connection between money, crime, and punishment has a long and sordid history in Anglo-American legal culture. “Moral hazards abound” when we allow profits to dictate criminal punishment, particularly when that punishment requires forced carceral toil for the benefit of state and private industry. It is past time to break the chain of compulsory labor for incarcerated individuals, giving them choice, fair wages, and dignity. Eliminating this last vestige of slavery and involuntary servitude is a crucial step in making the world of criminal justice more just.

---

Part I: The Early Prison as Maker of Monies and Men

The twin motivators of making money and transforming “undesirable” British citizens into hard-working colonials, fueled the settlement and development of the American colony. The colonization of North America was undergirded by a belief system rooted in rigid class and heredity distinctions.6 These strict hierarchies reflected a landowner class belief in a permanent lower class, considered true bottom societal layer.7 From the outset, the American colonies were envisioned as “a place where the surplus poor, the waste people of England, could be converted into economic assets.”8

Indeed, the New World, not just Australia, was imagined by British elites as an immense uncultivated terrain perfect for re-settling England’s poor, homeless, and lawbreakers, the “waste people” who were the dregs of society.9 By forcibly dispatching their destitute, lawbreaking, and developmentally disabled to the North American continent,10 the British expressed their vision of colonial America as “one giant workhouse.”11 Not only would transporting these “undesirables” rid them from England, but America would also provide a space to, at best, transform them into productive workers.12 In a colonial society that valorized hard work, good breeding, and productivity, those who could not contribute by working were doomed to a lifetime of being contained, separated, and controlled.13

A. Transportation

The exiling of British citizens for purposes of criminal punishment and carceral labor began as early as 1606, dovetailing with the Virginia colony’s need for bodies to work the land.14 Using convicts for such purposes not only allowed the American colonies to thrive and produce revenue, but also provided, in the eyes of the Crown, a tidy and convenient way to deter future criminals.15 The poor were also transported, a group that included children, the homeless, and the disorderly.16 From the very beginning, hard labor, profit and punishment were linked.

6 Appleman, Deviancy, at 425.
7 See NANCY ISENBERG, WHITE TRASH: THE 400 YEAR-OLD UNTOLD HISTORY OF CLASS IN AMERICA 102 (2016).
8 Id. at 121.
9 Id..
11 Isenberg at 21.
12 Id.
13 Appleman, Deviancy, at 426.
15 See, e.g., ACTS OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL OF JAMES I, vol. 2 (London, 1925), which noted that convicted felons with “able bodies fit for labor may be usefully employed for the great benefit and service of the commonwealth, and to that end maybe constrained to toil in such heavy and painful works, as such a servitude shall be a greater terror to them than death itself, and therefore a better example since executions are so common as that wicked and irreligious sorts of people are no way thereby moved by them.” Id. at 23.
In 1718, Britain passed the Transportation Act, formalizing the country’s ability to banish convicted felons to their colonies. In lieu of physical punishment or execution, felons were sentenced to 7 or 14 years hard labor. Merchant entrepreneurs charged the Crown five pounds per prisoner for transport. This compensation, however, did not yield enough profit to induce commercial businesses into shipping the convicted in large enough numbers, so Parliament granted contractors “property and interest in the service” of the men during their sentence of hard labor. A majority of these convicts were then “sold” to various private masters for the length of their labor, often to tobacco farmers, who preferred these workers to slaves. Between 1718 to 1775, over 52,000 convicts were transported to the American colonies to labor on farms in Maryland and Virginia.

The transported convicts on board transatlantic ships were often treated as poorly as slaves; indeed, slaves were far more economically valuable to the ship captains than were the indentured felons. Upon arrival to the American colony, whichever convicts had survived the voyage were inspected by potential buyers, with prices ranging from 10-14 pounds for men, 5-9 pounds for women. Any human beings “left over” after the sale were sold in bulk at a cheap price to dealers, who would travel from settlement to settlement selling them off.

In this way, profit intertwined with the punishment and physical hard labor of those people England deemed unworthy of remaining in society. By helping govern both the poor and the criminally convicted through hard labor and banishment, transportation both helped reinforce class differences by allowing private business to derive earnings from the forced labor of the lower classes.

Profits from punishment greatly benefited the British merchants underwriting the wholesale transportation of convicts and the impoverished, as the Transportation Acts of 1718 and 1720 Acts granted the exclusive right to transport convicts to merchants that contracted with the government. Merchants competed with each other to bring the convicts to North America, earning substantial proceeds. In many ways, this was the first major attempt to privatize and capitalize off of criminal justice in the Anglo-American world.

17 1717: 4 George 1 c.11: The Transportation Act, located at: http://statutes.org.uk/site/the-statutes/eighteenth-century/1717-4-george-1-c-11-the-transportation-act/
18 See Shane Bauer, 5 Ways Prisoners Were Used for Profit Throughout U.S. History, PBS (February 26, 2020), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/5-ways-prisoners-were-used-for-profit-throughout-u-s-history
19 1717: 4 George 1 c.11: The Transportation Act.
20 Id.
21 Id.
22 Id.
23 See R.J. Clarke, The Land of the “Free:” Criminal Transportation to America, THE HISTORY PRESS, located at: https://www.thehistorypress.co.uk/articles/the-land-of-the-free-criminal-transportation-to-america/
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
28 Id. at 295.
29 Id.
Moreover, the use of transportation increased labor market capacity in the North American colonies, bolstering the finances of the British government. Merchants were paid a subsidy to transport the indentured across the Atlantic, and routinely would contract with local magistrates to ship the convicted. This subsidy, combined with the money they would make selling the convicts’ labor, ensured excellent returns with minimal investment. Thus human cargo comprised of convicted felons was an important element of the 18th century Atlantic sea trade.

Maryland and Virginia planters purchased a large square of the indentured, with a sprinkling of tradesmen as well, all of whom received 7 years of indentured labor from each contract purchased. Due to the growth of slavery and, in part, convict labor the tobacco trade tripled from 1721 – 1775, when Anglo-American transportation of convicts was at its peak.

B. Workhouses and Jails

The first jails in the American colonies simply served as holding cells to contain the accused until trial and the convicted until punishment. As early as 1555, however, the British tried to lower the expense of such incarceration by sending such prisoners to private workhouses, where they worked to offset the cost of their confinement and helped supplement the jailer’s salary. As time went on, using prisoner labor became more popular, particularly when yoked with the idea that “confinement at productive labor [is] a means of checking vagrancy and other evils.” This idea culminated with the British sending numerous convicts to the American colonies to use as hard labor, simultaneously providing both profit and punishment.

As early as the end of the 17th century, the northern colonies realized they could capitalize from the labor required from wrongdoers sentenced to correctional houses as both punishment and profit. For example, Pennsylvania relied on its “Great Law” of 1682 to formalize a tradition of punishment through fines and hard labor, both of which directly benefited the colony’s

31 Id. at 74-76.
32 Id. at 47.
34 Meyer, id, at 51.
35 JACOB PRICE, CAPITAL AND CREDIT IN BRITISH OVERSEAS TRADE: THE VIEW FROM THE CHESAPEAKE, 1700-1776, 18 (1980)
37 Id. at 216.
39 Marion, Prisoners for Sale, at 216.
41 What we now call Pennsylvania’s "Great Law" is a series of statutes enacted by Pennsylvania's first legislature that met in Upland on December 4-7, 1682. The Great Law (December 7, 1682), Our Documentary History, PENN. HIST. & MUSEUM COMMM., http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/documents/1681-1776/great-law.html
42 Chapters 4-6, 9-16, 19-20, 24-25, 28-30, 32, and 34 of Pennsylvania’s Great Law established punishment for crimes which specifically included fines or a term of imprisonment in “the house of Correction at hard Labour to the behoof of the public.” Ch. 5, Great Law of Pennsylvania, at id.
government. Although only Philadelphia truly used hard labor and fines as criminal punishment, Pennsylvania’s law inspired future generations of lawmakers, providing a blueprint for how to make punishment fiscally beneficial for the state. Colonial America’s experiment with long-term confinement in prison-like institutions allowed the colonial government to profit from the labor and monies collected, even if these weren’t always directly conceived as “punishment.”

By approximately 1785, a variety of newly established states began to incarcerate as a form of punishment, in local jails or houses of correction. As incarceration started to become the cornerstone of criminal punishment, the organization of the prisons themselves received more attention. Philadelphia’s Walnut Street Prison, remodeled between 1786 through 1794, offers one important example of a prison that used inmate labor as a way to profit from incarceration. The Walnut Street Prison model, which incorporated profitable prisoner labor, along with the ideas of potential reform of criminals, potential crime reduction, proved so popular that it became a prototype for prisons all over the United States, as well as an example for those abroad. (America exported its entire experiment to the world, not just representative democracy.) Profiting from inmate labor was a key aspect of this new system of punishment. Although many of these early, labor-focused proto-prisons failed, due to overcrowding and inmate uprisings, this was likely attributable to lack of resources, and not any dislike of the idea of monetizing punishment.

Inmate labor played a central role in the inauguration, spread, and persistence of early 19th century and Jacksonian-era carceral institutions. As one historian recently contended, “reformers’ ideas of social order were related more generally to solidifying particular social hierarchies and were heavily influenced by concerns about cost and profit.” With the rise of a democratic republic, there became a more pronounced need for virtuous citizens, for which inmates provided a convenient foil. Additionally, many elites in Revolutionary society felt menaced by certain elements of an emerging egalitarian society and sought to reaffirm social distinctions while maintaining social order. This concern, combined with the need to enforce order, crush convict spirit, and make the first American penitentiaries self-sufficient. The answer?

43 See Meskell, id. at 839.
45 Id. at 140.
46 Id. at 142.
47 Id. at 143.
48 Id. at 142.
49 See David M. Shapiro, Solitary Confinement in the Young Republic, 133 HARV. L. REV. 542, 552 (2019).
50 Id. at 143.
51 Id.
52 Id. at 146.
54 Id. at 131.
A series of penal reforms that not only eliminated the moral reform aspect of the earliest prisons, but also aimed to shrink the cost of incarceration by focusing on the prospect of inmate labor.\textsuperscript{55}

C. The Industrial Prison

In the early to mid-19\textsuperscript{th} century prisons, inmate labor rapidly became a popular means for states to recoup the imprisonment costs.\textsuperscript{56} In fact, “the history of nineteenth-century American prisons is a history of contracting between the state and private interests for the use of convict labor in efforts on both sides to achieve financial gain.”\textsuperscript{57} Keeping prisoners busy while simultaneously making profit was an irresistible opportunity. As such, “contractual penal servitude” became the primary mode of punishment in all Northern states and many Southern states as well during this time period.\textsuperscript{58}

In addition, inmate labor played a large role in driving the economy of early 19\textsuperscript{th}-century American cities. In Philadelphia, for example, “the demand for prison labor was tied to the performance of Philadelphia’s economy,” because inmate labor was secured through contracts with the city’s private businesses.\textsuperscript{59} Likewise, one way that early 19\textsuperscript{th}-century New York dealt with the growing problem of its convict population was to institute contractual penal servitude.\textsuperscript{60}

Auburn prison, built in Westchester, away from New York City, was the first penitentiary to set up a contract labor system for its inmates, selling this labor to private business.\textsuperscript{61} Auburn soon became a veritable factory, its prisoners producing thousands of items to be sold by private merchants.\textsuperscript{62} After 1830, most of the Northern states followed suit and instituted what became known as the “Auburn system,” which included an inmate’s labor for a private contractor by day and isolation in cells by night, overseen by strict discipline and few judicial rights.\textsuperscript{63}

Under the Auburn system of prisoner contract labor, inmates worked inside the prison to create finished goods for private manufacturers.\textsuperscript{64} The manufacturers provided the prison with raw materials to be refined by prison labor, such as footwear, carpets, furniture, and clothing.\textsuperscript{65} Although the system was rife with corruption, with company representatives often trying to defraud prisons, overwork the prisoners through bribes and threats, and steal the goods to sell on the black market, this prison contract labor setup thrived through the end of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 451.
\textsuperscript{58} MCLENNAN, id. at 4.
\textsuperscript{59} Meranze, LABORATORIES OF VIRTUE, at 226.
\textsuperscript{60} MCLENNAN, id. at 53.
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{63} Id. at 53, 60.
\textsuperscript{64} Meskell, History of Prisons, at 861.
\textsuperscript{66} Meskell, History of Prisons, at 861.
The concept of contract prison labor skyrocketed in political popularity, particularly during the 1830s. Private contractors helped shape the growth of prison industries, particularly in the north, despite frequent complaints about prison labor. Between 1825 and 1850, Maine, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, the District of Columbia, Virginia, Tennessee, Louisiana, Missouri, Illinois, and Ohio all built prisons based on congregate penal labor.

Inmate labor and desire to reap profit became one of the dominant organizing forces of American prisons. As observed, “the practice of selling the labor of convicts to private enterprise gradually became deeply and widely entrenched in penal ideology.” By the 1840’s, an individual convicted of a felony would spend their prison time working for the benefit of private labor or a state-run business.

Contractual penal servitude, where the state sold the labor power of inmates to private businesses, was so influential that most early-to-mid 19th century prisons in the U.S. were organized like factories. State governments typically leased the prison facility as well as the inmates to entrepreneurs, who ended up reaping the profits. “The states’ paltry earnings did not, however, discourage their insistence on prisoner labor.” Simply the act of defraying some of the costs of punishment was enough to cement the system of inmate convict labor as a vital source of revenue. In almost every Auburn-system prison in the 1840’s, the revenue created by convict laborers significantly diminished the annual cost of running the prison itself.

Economic profitability became a key motive during this era of the industrial prison. The Auburn system, instituted at the prison in Auburn, NY, was “fixated on profits.” In fact, the prisoner workplaces at Auburn bore great similarity to New York City’s industrial workshops, since they were both animated by profit motive. The popularity of the Auburn prison system resonated particularly for legislatures, as the New York style of incarceration produced annual economic surpluses and was inexpensive to run. As a result, most prisons constructed from the 1840’s through the 1870’s were predicated on the Auburn system.

---

67 Id.
68 See Glen GildeMEISTER, Prison Labor and Convict Competition with Free Workers in Industrializing America, 1840-1890, 55 (1987).
70 McLennan, id. at 54.
71 Id.
72 Id. at 66.
74 McLennan, id. at 8, 63-64.
75 Rubin, id. at 147.
76 McLennan, id. at 67.
77 Id.
78 Meskell, History of Prisons, at 857.
79 Id.
80 Id. at 858.
81 Id.
For reasons I discuss in Part II, by the late 1860’s, the cracks were beginning to show in the prisons for profits paradigm. The focus on forced prisoner labor resulted in terrible physical conditions, no skills training, and a complete lack of rehabilitation.\(^\text{82}\) Northern states, however, continued to utilize prisons for both punishment and profit.

**Part II: Postbellum Carceral Labor**

The Civil War and its aftermath resulted in a sharp division between Northern and Southern states in terms of criminal punishment, carceral labor, and profit. Following the Civil War and the end of slavery, the South instituted its own “peculiar” brand of prison profiteering, primarily based on Black bodily punishment and backbreaking carceral toil. In contrast, Northern states continued on the path of making money through inmates’ “hard labor,” which—while painful and unpleasant for prisoners—was not the likely death sentence of the South’s racist, revenue-seeking practices.

A. The South.

Prior to the Civil War, Southern prisons typically held mostly white inmates, and incarcerated only a few free Blacks.\(^\text{83}\) Slaves were governed by an entirely separate code of laws, entrapped in a system which valued their labor over anything else, which also discouraged any state or local punishment aside from that of their owners.\(^\text{84}\)

Post-emancipation, however, the Southern landscape of imprisonment substantially changed. The South’s post-war criminal justice system underwent a dramatic transformation, quickly shifting to focus on the subjugation of Black labor, through the twin mechanisms of the Black Codes and the convict leasing system.\(^\text{85}\) Roughly 15 years post-Civil War, the imprisonment of Black individuals was 12 times higher than that of whites.\(^\text{86}\) The South created a criminal justice system predicated on harnessing Black carceral labor for maximum profits, feeding the material interests of prosperous white citizens.

1. Black Codes and Convict Leasing

The institution of the Black Codes forced innumerable Black citizens into involuntary carceral labor. After the Civil War, many formerly Confederate states passed laws severely restricting the freedom and civil liberties of the newly-freed slaves.\(^\text{87}\) The South passed harsh vagrancy laws which were extremely broad in scope, punishing any Black individuals who “neglected their calling or employment or misspent what they earned.”\(^\text{88}\) Any Black citizens found to be engaging in “vagrancy” could be punished by ten days imprisonment and a fifty

\(^{82}\) Id. at 860.


\(^{84}\) FOUNDATIONS OF CORRECTIONS, id. at 20.


\(^{86}\) Miller, *Freedom and Convict Leasing*, at 368.

\(^{87}\) David Childs, *Black Codes-American Slave Laws 1*, MULTIRACIAL AMERICA, A MULTIPEDIA ENCYCLOPEDIA (2013), https://www.academia.edu/8458317/Black_Codes_American_Slave_Laws

\(^{88}\) See Black Codes, https://law.jrank.org/pages/4769/Black-Codes.html#ixzz6oBU7izoM
dollar fine, an almost unimaginable fee for newly-freed slaves. In tandem with the vagrancy law was a system of special county courts, presided over a local justice of the peace and two landowners, created to punish former slaves charged with violating any employment laws.

Mississippi was the first to pass a set of Black Codes in the post-Civil War South. Mississippi law was particularly draconian, imposing punishments such as “corporal chastisement” for Black citizens who were classified as vagrant. Most strikingly, the Mississippi Black Code was the first to incorporate carceral labor into vagrancy punishments. The law held that any Black male who could not pay the costs or fees imposed for his misdemeanor within 5 days would be subject to being hired out for labor by any white man who would pay the fine: “if any freedman, free Negro, or mulatto convicted of any of the misdemeanors provided against in this act shall fail or refuse, for the space of five days after conviction, to pay the fine and costs imposed, such person shall be hired out by the sheriff or other officer . . . to any white person who will pay said fine and all costs and take such convict for the shortest time . . .” In addition, any white citizen could seize and return any Black citizen who left their employer, earning five dollars and transportation costs for their trouble. The return reward would be subtracted from the employee’s wages.

South Carolina was the next state to pass its own Black Code, with similarly harsh results. For example, South Carolina created a racially separate court system for all civil and criminal cases with Black plaintiffs or defendants. Black witnesses could only testify in court in cases affecting “the person or property of a person of color.” In addition, certain crimes, such as rebellion, arson, burglary, and assaulting a white woman, carried harsh penalties (including the death penalty), which only applied to Black citizens. Punishments for minor offenses frequently resulted in whipping or leasing the defendant’s labor, penalties rarely imposed on whites. Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Florida, Tennessee, Virginia, and North Carolina quickly followed suit by enacting similar laws of their own.

91 Act to Confer Civil Rights on Freemen, MISSISSIPPI BLACK CODES, at § 7.
92 An Act to Regulate the Relation of Master and Apprentice, as Relates to Freedmen, Free Negroes, and Mulattoes § 3, MISSISSIPPI BLACK CODES.
93 An Act to Punish Certain Offenses Herein Named, and for Other Purposes § 5, MISSISSIPPI BLACK CODES.
95 Act to Confer Civil Rights on Freemen, BLACK CODES OF MISSISSIPPI, at § 7.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id.
100 Black Codes of Mississippi, at id.
Even minor crimes carried great financial penalties for Black citizens, including fines set high enough that no newly freed slave could possibly pay. For those who could not pay such fines, three months of hard labor was prescribed. Far longer-lasting convict leasing arrangements were found in Georgia, which passed laws sanctioning inmate leasing for twenty years at a time, only costing the employer approximately $500,000. Such laws continued long past the expiration of the original Black Codes.

Through these openly discriminatory Black Codes, the South instituted an arrangement of forced Black labor through a system of convict leasing, creating an organized capital market for Black prisoners. In other words, convict leasing primarily worked as a system of forced labor, and was never focused on either preventing or punishing crime. Instead, the laws worked to maximize profit for Southern whites. Indeed, Black prisoners were seen as “unfit” for incarceration, since prison was envisioned as either reformative or rehabilitative. Since Black citizens, assumed to be “inferior,” could not be reformed, the state decided it was simply not worth incarcerating them. Instead, prisoners were farmed out for profit.

The forced labor of convict leasing applied to all freed slaves, but was largely used for Black men convicted of crimes. Black women and children, however, were also subject to its cruelties. One common section of Southern Black Codes focused on Black orphans or impoverished children, who could be “apprenticed” to any whites who wished to use them for labor, with preference given to the children’s former owners. The “masters and mistresses” of such apprentices had “the power to inflict . . . moderate corporal chastisement,” as long as it did not rise to the level of cruel and unusual punishment.

The institution of the Black Codes meant that Black men were arrested and convicted for petty offenses, then sentenced to the vast network of private prison camps which leased them out for profit. Those leasing the prisoners had total custody and control. Accordingly, the lessees focused on profits by extracting maximum labor from those convicted, with “little incentive to preserve prisoners’ welfare or lives.”

---

101 Goodwin, Modern Slavery, at 937-38.
102 Id. at 937-38
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 See Douglas A. Blackmon, Slavery by Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans from the Civil War to World War II 64 (2009).
106 Pope, Mass Incarceration and Convict Leasing, at 40.
108 Id.
109 See generally Talitha LeFlouria, Chained in Silence: Black Labor and Convict Labor in the New South (2015) (discussing how Black women were also forced into convict leasing system).
110 See Mississippi Apprentice Law § 2, Laws of Mississippi 85 (1865).
111 Mississippi Apprentice Law § 2, id.
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In Georgia, as well as in other Southern states, convict leasing not only massively increased a state’s coffers, but also freed them from the burden of building and maintaining prison facilities for what soon became a massively engorged prison populations (due to the punitive penal codes imposed). Multiple privately-owned prison camps sprung up in lieu of state-run facilities, and Georgia’s revised penal code required that prisoners be rented out to various independent industries, creating profit both for the state and for the employers, who paid far less than the going rate for free labor. Additionally, the arrangement freed the state from the expense of providing for the rapidly increasing prison population.

The Civil Rights Act of 1866 outlawed these early race-based forms of convict leasing. The Act declared freed people to be citizens of the United States who could make and enforce contracts, sue and be sued, give evidence in court, and inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real estate and personal property. The Civil Rights Act was not enforceable, however, until the passage of the 14th Amendment, which fully eradicated the Black Codes, as it stated that all were subject to equal protection under the law.

Moreover, the Thirteenth Amendment, which formally abolished slavery and involuntary servitude in 1865, carved out an exception for crimes “whereof the party shall have been duly convicted.” Accordingly, following the passage of the 14th and 15th Amendments, Southern states simply continued the practice of convict leasing as part of their sentencing and imprisonment of prisoners. This continued and spread the practice of convict leasing for many more years. Every state in the South practiced convict leasing, including Tennessee, Texas, Georgia, Florida, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana.

Convict leasing after Reconstruction helped serve a number of financial purposes. Proponents of the “New South,” focused on beginning industrialization, insisted that the South needed a newly diversified financial system, one not completely based on agriculture. Convict labor rapidly became a key aspect in restoring the region’s devastated economy. The South used as its blueprint the colonial version of convict labor, as discussed in Part I, where British convicts were auctioned off to plantation landowners as indentured servants for a set period. Georgia led the way in reinstating convict labor and the prisoner-profit ethos, creating a substantial source of prosperity for its white leaders. This was because convicted Black.
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prisoners could be forced to produce twice the work of free labor. With the advent of convict leasing, Southern white elites utilized their state punishment system to “transfer wealth, confiscate land, and preserve racial hierarchy through convict leasing—that is, criminalizing people so that their bodies could be forced to work for profit.”

The system of convict leasing meant that an extremely high number of Black Southern men were compelled into servitude by local courts through the use of strict misdemeanor criminal codes, applied in a racially discriminatory manner. Once convicted, the local sheriff would sell Black inmates’ labor to “giant corporate prison mines” or lease groups of prisoners to local farmers. Hundreds of forced labor camps came to exist in the South, run by local government, farmers, corporations, and entrepreneurs. Every Southern state used convict labor as a way to create great profit. In addition, the leasing system was so popular that the widespread corruption and collusion were simply accepted as part of the business.

Controlling the sale of prisoner labor was a spectacularly lucrative affair. The sheriff made money by collecting the debts and fees from the prisoners, as well as any amount of money left over from the daily “feeding fees” paid by the state. Due to such potential profits, local sheriffs were strongly financially motivated to arrest and convict as many Black men as possible, and feed them quite minimally. The lessees of such prisoner labor also financially profited. Convict leasing was “one of the greatest single sources of personal wealth to some of the South’s leading businessmen and politicians.”

Conditions were beyond squalid in Southern prison camps. Black prisoners were often packed into filthy, windowless cabins like slaves on the Middle Atlantic passage. All convicts wore ankle shackles day and night, connected to one another. Like slaves, inmates worked incessantly under insufferable conditions, and were frequently bought and sold, sometimes repeatedly. Convicts were harshly whipped and beaten. Clothing and sanitary conditions were frequently defective or non-existent. Very little care was taken to preserve the lives and well-being of the people sentenced to serve.
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Florida provides a particular brutal example of conditions in convict leasing camps. Prisoners sentenced to Florida’s convict leasing system were subjected to heavy chains and shackles, constant search by dogs, and punishment with whips, sweat boxes, and stringing up by the thumbs.\textsuperscript{143} Living conditions were filthy, with little to no medical attention provided.\textsuperscript{144} Even if prisoners were seriously injured or ill, they were forced to work.\textsuperscript{145} Although the camps were primarily male, women sentenced to convict leasing also had to fend off a constant threat of sexual assault in the camps.\textsuperscript{146}

Florida was also unique in that it also ensnared white immigrant workers into the maw of its system, particularly with H.M. Flagner’s railways and luxury hotels.\textsuperscript{147} Northern labor agencies helped ensnare recently arrived immigrants down to the Florida Keys, where they were then refused transportation off the islands unless they paid back their large debts for transportation, boarding, and food.\textsuperscript{148} Those who would not work under bad conditions were refused food, and sick workers were beaten and threatened with death.\textsuperscript{149}

Florida’s convict leasing program became so notorious that even the popular press wrote about it negatively. In 1907, Cosmopolitan magazine published an article describing Florida’s system of modern-day slavery, “[a] revelation of appalling conditions in Florida and other states, which make possible the actual enslavement of whites and blacks under trust domination.”\textsuperscript{150} The article detailed how both whites and blacks were undergoing “chattel slavery” at the hands of large corporations in the South, such as Standard Oil, the Florida East Coast Railway, and the trusts for lumber and turpentine.\textsuperscript{151}

By the late 19th century, Southern states such as Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee had spectacular growth in the coal and iron industry, outpacing the North and creating substantial wealth for owners and for the states themselves.\textsuperscript{152} For example, between the years of 1880 and 1904, ten percent of Alabama’s state budget derived from profits earned by leasing state convicts.\textsuperscript{153} This industrial growth was almost entirely contingent on convict leasing, since the profits gained by using low-cost convict labor made the industry able to sell the commodities at a cheaper rate.\textsuperscript{154}
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The capital growth of the South post-Reconstruction became inseparable with the convict leasing system; “only in the South did the physical ‘penitentiary’ become virtually synonymous with the various private enterprises in which convicts labored.”155 In particular, the turpentine and lumber camps located in Georgia, Florida and Louisiana commonly made the prisoners labor until they literally died, either from overwork or disease.156 “There was simply no incentive for lessees to avoid working people to death.”157 During the late 19th century, the death rate for Black men sentencing to convict leasing ranged from 16 percent to 25 percent.158 Additionally, the South’s “plantation monocultures in cotton and sugar” used convict leasing labor to harvest its crops, using both male and female Black prisoners.159 Finally, the Southern coal mines were so deadly for convict lessees that they were known as “nurseries of death.”160

The lessees of Southern convicts were only interested in productive laborers; prisoners who were sick or infirm were sent back to jail.161 The capital cost of convict laborers was so fixed that it became a commodity for speculation, with several convict-leasing companies “organized to speculate in convict-labor futures.”162 Thus Southern prisoners were quickly transformed from men to convicts to workers to units of fixed capital, directly responsible for industrial profit. The convict leasing system granted “absolute authority” to private commercial interests.163 As even a young Woodrow Wilson remarked, “Who can defend a system which makes the punishment of criminals . . . . a source of private gain?”164

Yet the practice of convict leasing was widely tolerated, because the rapid industrialization of the South reaped a financial advantage for the entire nation.165 Although the federal government had numerous opportunities to put a stop to the terrible practice, it never intervened.166 Convict leasing was used in the South until approximately the 1920’s, but it was not formally abolished until Franklin Roosevelt did so in 1941.167
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2. Debt Peonage

Debt peonage sprung up alongside convict leasing during the Southern post-Reconstruction era, becoming another method where maximum revenues were ruthlessly extracted from primarily Black carceral labor. Starting concomitantly with convict leasing, debt peonage also grew out of the end of the Civil War; the white ruling class in the South decided that freed slaves needed a contract system post-emancipation.168 The Black Codes implemented following the Civil War incorporated compulsory contract laws for newly freed Black citizens, enforced by the underlying menace of vagrancy laws.169

Debt peonage had a fairly simple premise: convicted individuals who owed any debt were held beyond the end of their prison sentences, required to work off their debts by laboring for their lessor-turned-employer.170 Anyone who tried to escape before paying off their debt in full was usually arrested for vagrancy, and then leased out for their labor as convicts.171 Thus debt peonage and convict leasing were closely entwined in a system of extracting profits from Black individuals in the South.

The South’s compulsory contract laws obliged Black men to sign year-long agricultural contracts by January of each year. If they did not, the men could be arrested, convicted for vagrancy, and forced to work for an employer.172 Harsh penalties for vagrancy and petty theft supplied the fodder for such criminal surety laws.173

Under the criminal surety framework, a surety would pay the fines and court costs charged to impoverished defendants who were convicted of minor criminal offenses.174 In exchange, the criminal defendant would contract to work off the debt for the surety.175 Debt peonage used labor subordination as yet another tool in a profit-driven, racist criminal justice system.176

Violating one of these surety agreements was a criminal offense in and of itself, and would inevitably lead to another surety contract to pay for the second “violation.”177 In reality, the criminal surety system created an “ever-turning wheel of servitude,”178 since breaching these exploitative contracts simply led to new contracts, which were even lengthier.179 Convicted
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defendants were frequently required to do hard labor for far longer a time period than what their original violation or misdemeanor authorized.  

Debt peonage encompassed the minor crimes and trumped-up charges faced by many Black citizens. Many of the crimes involved larceny of under one dollar, and the courts usually did not consider the crimes particularly serious. For example, during one month in a single county in Georgia, 149 individuals were convicted for crimes tantamount to “walking on the grass or spitting on the sidewalk,” leading to a combined sentence total of 19 years.  

After individuals were arrested and convicted by local courts, they were assigned staggering fines and court fees, and frequently forced to work for a local employer who would pay their fines. For example, individuals might be tried and convicted for the crime of using offensive language; the fine for this offense was $10, with an additional $25 in court costs. A sum such as this would usually take 8 months of labor to work off. The debt could only be paid off by physical labor.  

In addition, local law enforcement often colluded with planters and farmers, conducting “vagrancy roundups” or arresting individuals on very minor crimes to provide enough labor during harvesting season. Put another way, the criminal surety system systematically produced an involuntary Black work force through basic fraud.  

Although debt peonage was technically outlawed by Congress in 1865, following the passage of the 13th Amendment, in reality the practice continued until the 1940’s. Neither the passage of the Anti-Peonage Act in 1867 (where Congress tried to prohibit coercion of labor to pay off debt), nor the existence of two Supreme Court cases invalidating debt peon statues, had any effect in the South. Like with convict leasing, Southern states simply continued to utilize a web of criminal and penal statutes that forced indebted convicted defendants to unwillingly work for employers. Debt peonage continued in this fashion until after World War II.
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With minimal land or capital, many newly freed Black citizens ended up signing contracts to labor on plantations or farms, in order to survive. Many planters would not allow laborers to leave their farms if any money was owed, making debt peonage even more complex. Debt peonage existed all over the South, but was particularly common in the cotton belt of the Carolinas, Texas, and the Mississippi Delta, as well as the turpentine farms of Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi.

The convict camps on the turpentine farms were extraordinarily punitive, even for debt peonage and convict leasing. Living conditions, food, and work regimes were atrocious. There was little to no state oversight. A 1923 Florida investigation of these convict camps described them as “human slaughter pen[s].” Technically illegal, these “wildcat” camps were almost impossible to eradicate, despite the muckraking journalism that exposed their horrors.

Southern debt peonage often functioned as much in custom as in law, with little to disturb it, particularly when it combined with convict leasing. For example, police would simply arrest Black laborers who allegedly owed money, throw them in jail, and then allow their employer to punish them. Likewise, when laborers’ debt records were either lost or contested, often the required labor contracts were simply extended, creating further debt on the part of the laborers. Even when the laborers’ bail for minor offenses had been paid by their employer, employers often still informally required them to continue to work until they were satisfied the debt had been fully paid.

The Southern peonage system was enforced by local sheriffs, constables, and justices of the peace. Local police colluded with planters to enforce shadowy debts that did not always exist. Justices of the peace cooperated closely with employers, sometimes even going so far as to pocket the fine monies owed. The fatal combination of duplicitous police and sheriffs, willfully-blind court administrators, and all-white juries meant that the South simply negated any anti-peonage law or court opinions, following instead their discriminatory local custom. Such custom meant that the post-Reconstruction South profited immensely from the monies extracted from Black carceral labor, imposed for trifling or non-existent crimes.
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3. Chain Gangs

Even after convict leasing was finally eradicated, however, here was little relief for Southern prisoners, who remained primarily Black men. As control of carceral labor was transferred from private to public holdings, the South turned to a system of chain gangs and state farms, once again focusing on the profit to be extracted from the physical toil of those who had been convicted.211

The end of convict leasing certainly did not spell the end of carceral labor. Indeed, chain gangs were developed as a popular solution to the expensive problem of housing and feeding prisoners.212 The use of the chain gang allowed Southern state governments to avoid building and refurbishing prisons. Chaining prisoners together for work purposes (particularly road construction) was quick, easy, and extremely inexpensive.213 In addition, chains eliminated the need for many guards, since escape was so difficult. 214

The primary difference between convict leasing and chain gangs was the recipient of the labor: under convict leasing, prisoners were leased to private commercial interests; with the chain gang system prisoners were leased to the state to work on public projects.215

When handed back the reins of prisoner control, Southern state penitentiaries quickly instituted a brutal form of forced labor with chain gangs.216 The chain gang consisted of convicted and incarcerated individuals who would do forced labor on a state’s public works, such as building roads or clearing land.217 The majority of people sentenced to work on chain gangs were Black male prisoners.218

Working on the chain gang proved just as brutal as laboring under the convict lease system. Prisoners on a chain gang were shackled by their ankles essentially around the clock, during eating, sleeping, and laboring, in groups of five.219 Chain gangs often proved deadly for prisoners, as Alex Lichtenstein has detailed:

[Prisoners] labored, ate, and slept with chains riveted around their ankles. Work was done "under the gun" from sun-up to sundown, shoveling dirt at fourteen shovelfuls a minute. Food was bug-infested, rotten and unvarying; "rest" was taken in unwashed bedding, often in wheeled cages nine feet wide by twenty
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feet long containing eighteen beds. Medical treatment and bathing facilities
were unsanitary, if available at all. And, above all, corporal punishment and
outright torture . . . was meted out for the most insignificant transgressions.\textsuperscript{220}

Although many are aware of the existence of chain gangs due to their popular prevalence in song
and film, most are not cognizant of the inhumane treatment suffered by the prisoners working in
them.

Chain gangs were particularly useful for road construction in the late 19\textsuperscript{th} century and early
20\textsuperscript{th} century South. Chain gang prisoners built the Tamiami Trial in Florida.\textsuperscript{221} South Carolina,
North Carolina, and Georgia also used chain gangs extensively to build and repair roads all over
the state.\textsuperscript{222} This focus on roads was due to the introduction of mass-produced automobiles,
spurring public demand for decent roads throughout the South.\textsuperscript{223}

Using chain gangs to repair roads saved considerable money for Southern state
governments. For example, in South Carolina, a low-skilled cotton mill hand was paid $1.25 per
day in 1915.\textsuperscript{224} In contrast, housing, clothing, and food for chain gang members cost only $0.20
per day, pay for guards was only another twenty cents, per day, and then miscellaneous costs added
merely $0.15 per day.\textsuperscript{225} In other words, chain gang labor cost half of paid non-convict labor,\textsuperscript{226}
and this included the costs of maintaining the prisoners, albeit very poorly.

Additionally, although many white Southerners wanted improved roads, they did not want
to pay for them fully through taxation or put in the paid labor to create them.\textsuperscript{227} Chain gangs
seemed the perfect solution, as they were a low-cost, forcibly compelled way to get the roads built
and repaired at no cost to white citizens.\textsuperscript{228} As the North Carolina Highway Commission noted in
1902, “the value of [convict labor] is not to be underestimated,” as the state would not be able to
otherwise obtain labor to fix its roads.\textsuperscript{229} Even counties that previously could not afford the labor
costs to build roads now found it affordable with the use of chain gangs.\textsuperscript{230}

Moreover, the state-run chain gang, used to build not only roads but also other
infrastructure projects, became “vital to the flourishing of a mature market economy and so to the
continuing process of capital accumulation.”\textsuperscript{231} In other words, the use of the chain gang did not
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function simply as a cost-saving measure. Instead, its use was key to the South’s transformation from a largely agrarian community to a modern 20th century industrial society.

The use of prisoners in chain gangs was not formally abolished throughout the United States until the 1960s. Moreover, 35 years later, chain gangs made a resurgence. Alabama brought chain gangs back to its prison experience in the mid-1990’s, causing a great outcry. Arizona, Massachusetts, Ohio, and Washington followed suit. Indeed, Maricopa County, AZ, even briefly boasted of an all-female chain gang for approximately three years. Most recently, Florida resurrected the chain gang in 2013, when the sheriff of Brevard County, FL, using a small group of inmates from the local prison to labor on local roadsides. One difference, however, is that the inmates are all volunteers, and they are not shackled to each other. Additionally, since the prisoners who take part in the chain gang activities are already imprisoned in a correctional facility, the state does not save any money by having them do outdoor labor, given the cost of incarcerating an individual on a yearly basis. Similar to the post-bellum period, the majority of individuals who participate in the chain-gang are Black or Latinx. The spectacle, however, is still a disturbing one.
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4. Penal Farms

Another form of forced prison labor in the form of prison farms began to appear in the South during the early-to mid-20th century. For example, in 1928, the state of Texas supervised 12 state prison farms; virtually 100% of the prisoners working there were Black. In Florida, likewise, convict leasing gradually morphed into prison farms. Many of the prison farms had been former slave plantations before the state government acquired them.

One of the most infamous Southern prison farms, Parchman Farm, was designed to function similarly to an actual plantation. Located in the Mississippi Delta, the Parchman lands were purchased by the Mississippi Penitentiary Board of Control in 1900, in hopes that the lands would serve up “prolific yields.” Convicts were immediately put to work in preparing the land for farming.

Described as “the quintessential penal farm, the closest thing to slavery that survived the Civil War,” prisoners labored for up to 15 hours a day, planting, picking cotton, and plowing fields while watched by gun-toting guards. In fewer than ten years after it transformed into a prison farm, Parchman became a money-making machine, reaping profits from the slave labor of its inmates. Indeed, in its second year of operation, Parchman made $185,000 in profit (or approximately $5 million dollars in today’s money). Parchman Farm was essentially “the leading cash cow for the state of Mississippi. . . . adding hundreds of thousands of dollars and then millions of dollars to the state treasury. . . . an enormous economic asset.” In sum, the twin reasons for Parchman Farm’s existence were “money-making and . . . racial control.” Parchman Farm exploited and profited from Black bodies like they were machines.
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As with convict leasing and chain gangs, the vast majority of early twentieth century prison farms in the South used money-making as their guiding principle. In Arkansas, two prisons, Cummins and Tucker, were working farms, specifically premised on antebellum Southern plantations. The men labored without pay, and the farms were run for revenue. Patrolled by armed men on horseback, the prisoners farmed cotton, rice, soybeans and cucumbers. Cummins prison was an actual slave plantation simply converted to a prison farm, likely retaining the family name of dead slaveowners.

In 1880’s Texas, the state began to buy large tracts of agricultural land, situated on former plantations. The Texas prison farms were “an agricultural prison model focused on the use of inmate labor on state-owned land to benefit the state.” The prisoners were subsequently used to extract profits from the farms. Although these Texas prison farms were renamed prison “units” in the 1960’s, virtually everything else remained the same, including the stinting of proper food, medical care, and housing for inmates, all to maximize revenues as possible.

Texas prison farms yielded more than any local farms worked by free laborers, since independent workers could not be whipped or starved to increase production. Throughout the 1950’s and 60’s, Texas plantation prison farms reaped an average revenue of $1.7 million per year ($13 million in 2018 dollars). In sum, Texas prison farms were money-making ventures.

Angola prison farm in Louisiana also followed the slave plantation blueprint in wringing the utmost labor from inmates. In 1900, Louisiana purchased 8,000 acres of a former plantation named Angola, after the homeland of many of its former slaves. A major objective was to be a self-sufficient penal system. In approximately 4 years, Louisiana managed to completely construct a fully working, profitable, and self-sufficient prison farm, from purchasing lands to deriving profits from crops. Money-making became Angola’s primary focus, “a profit-oriented system”.
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policy of inmate plantation farming that closely mirrored slavery.”

Angola’s major difference from slave labor practices? There was far less incentive to keep the incarcerated laborers alive.

Little has changed today at Angola, as prisoners only receive 4 to 20 cents an hour for their farm labor (with agricultural workers getting paid the least). Inmates may keep only half their wages, the rest being saved for their eventual release, even though most inmates never leave Angola. Prisoners routinely work 17-hour days and 65-hour weeks, particularly after harsh disciplinary reports are filed for the week. In many ways, Angola’s work plan has remained the same since slavery, with profits continuing to be a main focus. Angola raises revenue through the company “Louisiana’s Prison Enterprises,” which sells goods produced by inmates.

In general, most prison farms were largely unable to compete with mechanized farming by the 1930’s, and were reduced to growing food crops and livestock for prison consumption. Nonetheless, prison farms continued in their “slave plantation” format until 1980, when a federal court decided Ruiz v. Estelle, which forced Texas prisons to improve working and living conditions, addressed prison guard brutality, and no longer permitted armed inmates to guard fellow prisoners.

Likewise, Mississippi’s Parchman prison farm eventually ran into problems in the 1970’s. In 1972, then-Mississippi Governor William Waller appointed a 5-member committee to review the farming for profit model of Parchman Farm. The committee recommended eradicating for-profit farming operation, reducing acreage by three-quarters and only raising food for the prison on the rest. The committee also recommended hiring a prison superintendent who specialized in penology, not plantation farming.

These changes followed the filing of a federal lawsuit by prison inmates, Gates v. Collier, alleging a pattern of abuse, mistreatment, and segregation of prisoners by the
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Mississippi State Penitentiary Board. The Mississippi district court found that the prison’s practices of segregation, neglect, and abuse of prisoners violated both the 8th and 14th Amendments. The case ultimately went up to the Fifth Circuit and dismantled a variety of abuses and corporal punishment practices inside the prison.

_Gates v. Collier_ was the first federal case to hold unconstitutional any conditions depriving inmates of basic hygiene and adequate medical treatment, as well as mail censorship and failure to protect inmates from violence by other inmates. Following _Gates_, Parchman prisoners were no longer required to work in the fields, finally eliminating the prison plantation system at this prison.

Today, prison farms still exist in modified form. In some states, the farm labor program is required; refusing to work can result in punishments such as solitary confinement, extra discipline, or more time behind bars. In addition, shrinking numbers of agricultural workers has led some states to allow private companies to hire prisoners for agricultural labor. This is unquestionably a boon to the private agriculture companies, given their savings in pay and insurance costs. Additionally, using prison labor means there are no unionization concerns or workplace complaints for private employers.

Additionally, in the era of COVID-19, working for a private farm employer can carry serious health risks. In Arizona, for example, Perryville Prison housed 150 female inmates at a temporary Hickman’s Family Farms labor camp (one of the largest egg producers in the state), to ensure that egg production stayed high. 28 of the women were infected with COVID-19 during their stay. The working conditions at the Hickman Family Farms over the summer were very poor, with acrid fumes, over 100 degree weather, and inconsistent air-conditioning. Arizona’s contract with Hickman’s Farms is supposedly worth $5 million, and the prison deducts 80% of every dollar earned by the women.

Health and safety issues are also rife during non-pandemic prison labor at farms. In Alabama, many inmates are sent on work release to private poultry industries, which requires
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dangerous work for little personal payment. Poultry work is one of the most hazardous industries for prison laborers, causing multiple injuries on a regular basis.

The bulk of the money earned by inmate labor goes directly into the state coffers, which can reap millions to hire out its workers. Alabama prisoners, for example, only get 13 cents out of every dollar earned. And there is no imperative to pay prison laborers for their work. In sum, prison farming has too many parallels with the old slave plantation system for comfort.

B. The North.

Prison labor in the Northern states was far more factory-like than that of the South. At Illinois’ Joliet Penitentiary in the late 1860’s, for example, all 1,160 inmates were sentenced to hard labor. Joliet inmates manufactured boots, shoes, brooms, cigars, army tents, and an array of other items all for sale on the open market. It was so large that running the labor aspect of the prison was seen as comparable to running “eight to ten large manufacturing establishments.” By 1872, prison officials found it simpler to simply have private manufacturers use inmates to create goods within prison walls, supplying machinery, foremen, and raw materials.

Like Joliet, hard labor spread liberally in Northern industrial prisons between 1820-1890. This transformation of penitentiaries to inmate labor sites helped cement the country’s correctional facilities into “large-scale, complex factories,” all producing goods to sell at market. Because so much commercial industry came to rely upon prison labor, there was great pressure on penitentiary officials to keep inmates incarcerated as long as possible.

The factory-like conditions of Northern penitentiaries and their immense manufacturing abilities did have one important aspect in common with Southern criminal justice: devotion to profit. No matter where they were located, state correctional facilities focused on using inmates for “productive labor for large scale, highly organized, profit-seeking enterprises.” These industrial prisons helped feed and nurture the capitalist focus on profit, a nationwide trend.
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during which the “broad hegemony of market values”307 flowered. Both Northern and Southern states did not hesitate to use a captive workforce to help boost industrial profit.308 In doing so, “the penal machinery of the state did not provide punishment for crime but instead served as a clearinghouse for private individuals to hire out cheap forced labor.”309

Prison labor in the North ran into more opposition than the South, however, mostly from independent manufacturers and early union organization. As the 20th century neared, the financial threat of inmate labor became more pointed, and free/organized labor's conflict with correctional industries grew.310 In the 1880’s and 1890’s, free labor forces began campaigned directly against convict labor, particularly those inmates toiling under the hands of manufacturing enterprises.311 Many businesses were so incensed by the threat of prison labor that by 1886, a group of industrialists met in Chicago to form the National Anti-Convict Contract Association.312 Organized labor and much industry both agreed that convict labor had to be eliminated.313

Naturally, Northern prisons resisted such movements, as convict labor continued to provide not only a convenient work and manufacturing source, but also a reliable source of revenue for state treasuries.314 By the time that depressions hit the United States in 1870 and 1890, however, the resulting unemployment gave further power to union demands.315 The compromise was the state use system: inmates could still work, but the state would be their only market and buyer.316 Thus prison-made goods would no longer compete on the free market, and inmates would no longer compete with free workers for jobs.317 This labor compromise spread throughout most of the country at the turn of the 20th century.318 Nonetheless, the mistreatment of prisoners to better extract profit was widespread enough nationwide that in 1901, W.E. Dubois pointed out: “the state became a dealer in crime, profited by it so as to derive a net annual income for her prisoners.”319

The ability for states to contract out prisoner labor began shrinking during the first third of the 20th century.320 By the 1920’s, the movement to end inmate labor for manufacturing was widespread enough that it routinely made the papers. For example, in 1923, the New York Times reported on a drive by garment manufacturers to ban goods made by prison labor.321 Describing how prison-made garments comprised up to 40 percent of the clothing sold to wholesalers, the
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manufacturers promulgated the distribution of a special label to be affixed to all free labor-made clothing, with licenses and fines to be distributed for its use. The manufacturers also called for higher wages for prisoners, in order that the free labor goods could be more competitive in the marketplace.

This limitation on prisoner labor reached its height during the Great Depression, when 33 states banned the sale of convict-made goods in the free market. This crackdown was assisted by the 1929 passage of the Hawes-Cooper Act and the 1935 Ashurt-Sumners Act, both of which banned interstate commerce of prisoner-made goods, and limited prisoner labor to the creation and sale of products to the state. Exceptions to this legislation, however, still allowed goods made by convicts or prisoners on parole, supervised release or probation, or in any penal or reformatory institution. Organized union concerns over prisoners commandeering jobs ultimately led to a federal prohibition on convict labor for federally-funded public works projects.

C. Prison Labor For, and By, the Government

Even the Great Depression/New Deal era prohibitions on profit-making prison labor, however, did not eradicate the practice entirely. In 1934, the federal government created the Federal Prison Industries (“FPI,” alternately called “UNICOR”). FPI was a federal monopoly managing prison labor programs, allowing federal prisoners to manufacture goods as long as they were for government use. The idea was to provide work skills to inmates, allowing prison workers to farm and build highways, all while conveniently reducing the cost of their incarceration. By the advent of World War II, FPI offered prisoner-crafted products in over than 70 categories and operated 25 shops and factories.

Post-World War II, FPI continued to expand, focusing on construction work. Inmate laborers helped build at least half of the 31 federal prisons constructed in the 1950’s and 60’s.
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By the 1980’s, FPI, which in 1977 adopted the trade name UNICOR, had massively expanded, based in part on the explosive growth of prisons and mass incarceration over the past 30 years. UNICOR spent $50 million dollars to build and expand facilities, assuming that inmate numbers would continue to rise.

Some have argued that FPI has a tremendous competitive advantage in the marketplace, due to its ability to bypass the competitive bid process, reaping multi-million dollar government contracts. FPI has also been the subject of many Justice Department investigations. The corporation today runs approximately 83 prison factories in the U.S., with 12,000 inmates running call centers and making various products for very low wages, roughly 23 cents to $1.15 per hour.

Many government entities are legally required to buy products only from Federal Prison Industries. These guaranteed contracts mean that FPI routinely obtains multi-million dollar orders, as well as being able to participate in free market bidding where they can undercut any competitors on costs. Ultimately, FPI/UNICOR earns approximately $500 million a year, relying on a guaranteed market for 150 different products.

Most of the UNICOR profit, resulting from its very inexpensive labor costs and favored bidding status, is returned to it. Prisoners are exempted from minimum wage requirements, and those inmates who have any criminal justice debt are required to ascribe half of their meager paycheck to it. Further expanding its reach, UNICOR is now permitted to sell to certain private companies, courtesy of the Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act of 2012.

UNICOR has been criticized for allowing its prisoner workers to labor in unsafe conditions, including exposure to toxic substances in an electronic waste recycling facility. From 2003 –
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2005, UNIXOR processed over 120 million pounds of e-waste.\footnote{351} Specifically, toxic dust and heavy metal contaminate from UNICOR’s electronics recycling program may have endangered hundreds of inmate laborers who broke open old computer monitors to extract various components.\footnote{352} No personal protective equipment was provided to protect the workers.\footnote{353} Airborne lead dust level at the prison recycling facility occasionally reached 50 times higher than the federally accepted workplace level.\footnote{354} Lead contamination can cause serious damage to nervous and reproductive systems.\footnote{355} The inmate workers alleged medical complaints resulting from the contaminants that included skin lesions, lung and heart problems, cancer, short-term memory loss, miscarriages and general pain.\footnote{356} Although the type of dangerous working conditions for inmate laborers has changed since the days of convict leasing and chain gangs, evidently the lack of concern still persists.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, UNICOR showed a similar disregard for safety. Instead of shutting down its factories for reasons of public health, UNICOR kept them open, only providing masks for its inmate workers a few months into the epidemic.\footnote{357} It was almost impossible to socially distance in UNICOR’s workplaces, increasing the possibility of COVID-19 spread.\footnote{358} Very few of the factories that remained open were providing essential materials.\footnote{359} In one prison, the UNICOR workers were segregated under quarantine due to fear of further virus spread.\footnote{356} Again, the blatant disregard for inmate health and safety is startling.

Many more prisoners, however, are incarcerated in state prisons. State prisoners perform a much broader array of labor, much of it even less remunerative than the UNICOR prison wages. State prison labor is licensed by the Prison Industry Enhancement Certification Program (PIECP), a federal program that allows incarcerated people at qualifying state and local facilities to work a selection of jobs, such as factory work and assembling and packaging products.\footnote{361} PIECP pays more highly than other prison jobs, sometimes even making “prevailing local wages.”\footnote{362} Other inmate laborers work for state-owned businesses, where wages range from 33 cents to $1.41 per hour.\footnote{363}
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Through programs such as PIECP, state prisoners now work for a variety of private industries, including making garments for Victoria’s Secret and JCPenney, crafting school supplies, building dental protheses, working in a variety of food processing plants, and even making cheese and farming tilapia for grocers such as Whole Foods. The wages for state prisoners is usually less than that of federal prisoners. The average hourly wage of a state prisoner is 86 cents per hour. State prison labor is a profitable industry for the state, with revenues in the millions of dollars. As such it is something very difficult for state prisons to give up, despite the bad working conditions, poor treatment, and serious underpayment of inmates, as discussed below.


Modern prison labor is tied closely to profit-making for both the state and private companies. Along with standard in-prison work assignments, state and federal prisoners do an enormous array of jobs, ranging from oil cleanup to fire-fighting to making U.S. Military defense armor. The thread that ties these jobs together? The chance for revenues to be made on the backs of inmate labor, despite danger or risk of death.

**A. Cleaning Up Natural Disasters**

Prisoners have come in extremely handy for remediying U.S. natural and man-made disasters. In Louisiana, for example, instead of hiring any unemployed residents following the 2010 Gulf Coast oil spill, British Petroleum (BP) instead chose to hire state prisoners to cleanse the coastline. The inmates only received “flimsy coveralls and gloves” as protectant against the crude oil, which was far less protection than civilian workers obtained. Why prisoners? Because, by hiring inmates, BP paid far less for their coastal cleanup. In addition, BP also obtained workers who were unlikely to publicly complain, despite the danger and discomfort such work requires. Finally, BP earned valuable tax write-offs for their use of inmate labor.
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Louisiana has an extremely high imprisonment rate—one of the highest in the nation—and houses many of its prisoners in “parish jails.”\textsuperscript{375} Both Louisiana prisons and parish jails provide free inmate labor to both the state and private companies.\textsuperscript{376} Well-behaved inmates can qualify for work-release “trustee” positions in their last 3 years of their sentences, which allows them to be paid near market rate for their jobs. However, hiring inmates still makes economic sense for private companies, because these prison “trustee” workers are covered under the Work Opportunity Tax Credit, which rewards private-sector employers for hiring risky target groups. Businesses earn a tax credit of $2,400 for every work release inmate hired, plus up to 40 percent of the wages they pay annually to “target group workers.”\textsuperscript{377}

Louisiana inmates routinely clean up oil spills or work in the offshore drilling industry.\textsuperscript{378} Indeed, as natural disasters become more frequent, prison labor is increasingly relied upon to help preparation and recovery for weather-related emergencies.\textsuperscript{379} In Louisiana, however, as in many other states, its work-release programs are primarily designed to benefit its operators over its participants.\textsuperscript{380} The beneficiaries of state inmate labor include parish sheriffs, private contractors, and local companies, many of whom are involved in the oil and gas sector.\textsuperscript{381} Pay is often low for these oil and gas inmate workers—a little less than a dollar an hour—despite 12-16 hour days and dangerous working conditions.\textsuperscript{382} Sometimes inmates are housed in converted shipping containers for temporary clean-up jobs, similar to the windowless wagons in which chain gang workers slept.\textsuperscript{383}

Offshore drilling jobs, including oil spill remediators and pipeline construction, make the most money for those companies hiring work-release inmates.\textsuperscript{384} Local and state facility operators, including the county sheriff’s office, can end up retaining up to 64% of a prisoner’s gross wages, applied to room and board.\textsuperscript{385} The gross wages can really add up. In 2015, for example, Louisiana correctional facilities operators received $35.5 million from inmate laborer’s wages, in addition to approximately $4 million from commissary sales.\textsuperscript{386}

Inmates are also assigned to clean up natural disasters without pay, benefiting both the state and private industry. In Houston, TX, for example, prisoners were put to work assembling sand bags in preparation for 2017’s Hurricane Harvey, and were not evacuated until 3 days after the
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storm made landfall.\textsuperscript{387} None of the prisoners were paid for their work.\textsuperscript{388} Similarly, inmates from the Louisiana State Penitentiary were used to sandbag the premises in preparation for Hurricane Katrina.\textsuperscript{389}

Likewise, Florida required its prisoners to work as an unpaid labor crew in cleaning up debris from Hurricane Irma in 2017.\textsuperscript{390} Hundreds of Florida inmate laborers populated both hurricane and road debris cleanup crews after the storm.\textsuperscript{391} Like Louisiana, Florida is another state that greatly profits from inmate labor, saving an estimated $59 million dollars per year in state costs from their work.\textsuperscript{392}

More recently, scores of incarcerated Californians were sent to the front lines of massive California wildfires to battle sometimes uncontrollable blazes. California has had an inmate firefighting brigade since 1915, but the program truly expanded during World War II, when many civilian firefighters were overseas.\textsuperscript{393} The inmate firefighters now live full time in special inmate fire camps, which are located near potential fire zones.\textsuperscript{394}

There are definite benefits to working as an inmate firefighter, such as higher hourly pay (one dollar an hour fighting fires),\textsuperscript{395} far looser restrictions, and reductions in sentence length.\textsuperscript{396} However, the inmates are still exposed to dangerous working conditions, routinely work grueling 24 hour shifts, and get only two-three weeks of formal training.\textsuperscript{397} In contrast, civilian firefighters get three years of training and apprenticeship.\textsuperscript{398} Inmate firefighters are four times more likely to get injured and eight times more likely to suffer from smoke inhalation,\textsuperscript{399} and several have died doing such work.\textsuperscript{400} In addition, until recently, there was no way for ex-inmate firefighters to be
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hired by the state as full time firefighters post-release, as EMT certification would not allow individuals with a felony to apply until 10 years had passed.401

Over a third of California firefighters are incarcerated,402 and inmate fire crews have recently made up to 50 to 80 percent of fire personnel.403 Using inmate firefighters is a huge cost savings to the state, which saves approximately $100 million a year from using an inmate wildfire fighting force.404 Not only do inmate crews perform over 3 million hours of emergency response work per year, but also in non-fire season, they do projects such as clearing debris from streams, picking up litter along state highways and constructing hiking trails.405 Inmate firefighters are so valuable to the state that in 2014, when overcrowded California prisons were being litigated, the then-state attorney general Kamala Harris argued against shrinking inmate populations, because any reduction in inmates would severely impact fire camp participation.406

Thirty states nationwide rely on prison labor to respond to emergencies and disasters, whether natural or man-made.407 These jobs range from those requiring minimal instruction, such as making sandbags and clearing debris, to those which require specialized training, such as firefighting and cleaning up hazardous materials.408 Inmates are also utilized in assisting with civilian evacuations, multi-transportation incidents, multi-casualty and terrorism events, and search and rescue missions, despite not receiving any specific training for doing so.409

Southern states comprise 37% of states using of inmate labor forces for their state-level emergency planning, approximately double the amount of Northeast states.410 Additionally, those states with higher inmate populations tended to rely more heavily on inmate labor forces for emergencies.411 Finally, 31% of states using inmate labor forces for emergencies had overcrowded prisons.412
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Some states, including Alabama, Georgia, and Colorado have explicit directives relying on inmate labor during disasters or public emergencies. As a low-cost substitute for civilian workers in a time of crisis, inmate labor is doubly valuable in that it can be mandated to appear, providing large savings for state and local governments. Some inmate laborers are not paid at all for emergency work under state guidelines. In addition, FEMA reimburses states for “prisoner transportation to the worksite and any extraordinary costs of security guards, food and lodging.”

Disasters include public health emergencies as well. During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, inmate laborers not only helped with manufacturing of protective equipment and hand sanitizer, but also did more intimate and potentially dangerous work, such as laundering potentially contaminated hospital laundry, disinfecting cleaning supplies, and digging mass graves for those who died of the virus. In New York, having inmate workers dig mass graves was part of a 2008 emergency pandemic plan drawn up by New York City’s medical examiner.

Likewise, inmate laborers in Indiana were tasked with killing chickens infected with avian flu, a potentially deadly threat to humans. Given great concerns over a very infectious bird virus, Indiana began training some of its prisoners to safely transport the chickens before asphyxiating them, while wearing respirators for some protection.

Given the large, easily accessible, and inexpensive (or free) labor force available for disaster and emergency response, it is not surprising to find many states are incentivized to continue or increase incarceration rates. Specifically, “the utilization of inmate labor forces in the disaster context may suggest a deeper level of entrenchment with regards to the extent in which
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states rely upon inmate labor participation in local economy, and may be serving to further incentivize higher rates of incarceration.”

In this way, using inmate labor for emergency and disaster response can promote harsher penal policies and more hesitance in repealing older policies.

Private companies and individuals are also eager to take advantage of the inmate labor cost savings when responding to natural disasters. In Southern California, for example, a neighborhood community group hired a group of state inmates to cut brush, remove debris, and spray anti-weed herbicide on any excess vegetation, since inmate labor was so much cheaper than civilian labor.

The economic exploitation that occurs with most inmate labor is doubly troubling in times of emergency or disaster, where often prisoners’ health, safety, and even life is risked to ensure cost-savings on the part of governments or private industry.

B. Profit for Profit’s Sake

In the 21st century, “the scale of private industry’s involvement in the contemporary criminal legal system is staggering.” Private industry plays a role in almost every aspect of mass incarceration and criminal justice, from the smallest to the largest parts. Many of these companies profit off of “commercial transactions that transpire in the shadow of criminal law,” reaping revenue out of the incarcerated toil of others.

Economic analysis of both state and federal inmate labor estimated that in 2003, the fruits of prisoner industry created over $2 billion worth of commodities, both goods and services. More recent numbers are harder to obtain. Inmate workers are usually excluded from official employment statistics, both state and federal, and there is little economic research done in this area. Because there has not been a nationwide census of prisons since 2005, there is no central source for information. In 2005, there were approximately 1.5 million prisoners working in and outside of correctional facilities, with roughly 600,000 people in the manufacturing sector. At the time, that represented over 4% of all manufacturing jobs in the country.
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C. Food Harvest and Production

The actual fruits of inmate labor slip into every aspect of modern life. Food and agribusiness are one highly lucrative example. For example, Leprino Foods, a $3 billion company supplying mozzarella to three nationwide pizza chains—Papa John’s, Pizza Hut, and Domino’s—uses Colorado Corrections Inc. to source its buffalo milk. Leprino was able to purchase the buffalo milk for $1.19 a pound, half of what it would normally cost on the open market, while paying prisoners only $4.50 a day. Very few customers are aware of the cheese sourcing, however, as Leprino and Colorado Corrections have kept their business very quiet.

Other large, nationwide food companies have been likewise quietly sourcing much of their work from inmate labor. Hickman Farms, which supplies most of the eggs in southwest Arizona, uses incarcerated workers at their poultry farms, reaping $18.4 million over 2018-2020 from the collaboration. Dairy Farmers of America, a dairy conglomerate supplying 30% of the nation’s raw milk to companies such as Borden, T.G. Lee, Plagrá, and Breakstone’s Butter, purchases much of its milk from Colorado and South Carolina correctional facilities, collecting $10.8 million in revenues. Taylor Farms, producer of salads and salad kits for Walmart, Kroger, and Ralph’s, uses Arizona Correctional Industries workers, making $5.3 million over 2019-2020. Tropaquatics, Inc., a fish distributor, purchases its tilapia from Wyoming Brand Industries, a corrections-based company and formerly used Colorado Correctional Industries for a supplier.

Often a state’s correctional facilities produce and process a wide range of food products. In Texas, inmate workers raised 30 crops that produced more than 11.7 million pounds of food in 2017, both for commercial sale and for feeding prisoners within correctional facilities. These included harvesting 123.7 million pounds of cotton, grains, and grasses; producing 5 million eggs; processing 22.7 million pounds of meat; canning 297,143 cases of vegetables; and producing 11.9 million pounds of food. All of this is produced on the former plantation fields owned and operated by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, some 130,000 agricultural acres.

Forty-six states run some sort of agricultural production within their prison system, and 20% of those states have large scale operations. This means that over 30,000 inmates labor, for either little or no money, in highly profitable farming or food-related positions. In addition,
agricultural work is frequently exempt from minimum wage requirements, so prisoners usually are paid very little for their toil.\(^{448}\) In some prisons that produce food or process meat and dairy, such as in Arkansas and Indiana, the inmates don’t even get to eat what they grow, since most of it is shipped out for sale.\(^{449}\)

These prison industrial food production arrangements require that inmates labor on farms and in dairies for little to no money, usually lacking basic labor protections.\(^{450}\) Moreover, most of this prison-sourced food and labor is kept very secretive—to the point where sometimes, not even the food companies know about it. In 2014, for example, Fortune Magazine ran a story highlighting how Whole Foods, among other companies, sold goat cheese, trout, and tilapia produced by inmate laborers in Colorado, and had done so since 2011.\(^{451}\) All three products were made by inmates working for Colorado Correctional Industries, which in 2014 employed over 1,800 prisoners.\(^{452}\) The working inmates made between 74 cents to $4 daily, and were eligible for performance bonuses.\(^{453}\)

After customer and advocacy groups protested, Whole Foods agreed to stop selling the goods in 2016.\(^{454}\) Whole Food defended its practice, contending that “supporting suppliers who found a way to be part of paid, rehabilitative work being done by inmates would help people get back on their feet and eventually become contributing members of society.”\(^{455}\) Critics, however, responded that Whole Foods was making profits off the backs of the poor and imprisoned,\(^{456}\) exploiting both prisoners and existing tax law for increased revenues.\(^{457}\)

Recent farm labor shortages over the past decade have also shunted more inmate laborers into food production. In Idaho, for example, prisoners have been tasked with picking, sorting, and packing potatoes during the potato harvest, including in open fields.\(^{458}\) Other states with labor-intensive crops such as apples, onions, and tomatoes, like Washington and Arizona, have followed suit.\(^{459}\) After a nationwide crackdown on undocumented farm labor, many farmers and agribusinesses now rely on state prisoners to harvest their produce for the market.\(^{460}\)
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of agribusiness and farming on cheap labor necessitates the use of a captive labor force such as prisoners.\textsuperscript{461}

Many farms and farming entities keep their employment of prisoners under the radar to minimize criticism, despite its prevalence.\textsuperscript{462} Major farming businesses such as SunGlo of Idaho Inc., Walters Produce Inc., High Country Potato Inc., and Floyd Wilcox & Sons Inc. all have used prison labor for years, although none would confirm it.\textsuperscript{463} In part, this is likely due to high level of profit reaped from using prisoner labor, which pays inmate workers very minimally. In Arizona, for example, inmates doing farm work through Arizona Correctional Industries (ACI) only receive three to four dollars an hour, and that is before various mandatory correctional deductions.\textsuperscript{464} In contrast, minimum wage for most Arizona farm workers is $11.00 an hour.\textsuperscript{465}

In Montana, dairy conglomerate Darigold ended its 30-year contract with the Montana State Prison, due to Costco’s recent decision to phase out all prison-made goods and foods.\textsuperscript{466} Darigold, a marketing and processing subsidiary of the Northwest Dairy Association, is comprised of 350 dairy producers in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana, and a major milk supplier to Costco.\textsuperscript{467} The majority of the prison’s raw milk was sold directly to Darigold.\textsuperscript{468} This contract cessation is poised to cost Montana’s corrections industry enterprise approximately $1.5 million dollars, if not more.\textsuperscript{469} To replace the loss in revenue, Montana Correctional Enterprise is planning on raising pheasants for hunting purposes, among other ventures.\textsuperscript{470}

One prominent reason for Costco terminating its contract with Montana Correctional Enterprises was over concern regarding prison wages and "the reduced transparency of prison systems in general."\textsuperscript{471} Specifically, Costco’s Global Policy on Prison Labor requires, among other things, that “all gross wages paid be comparable to any non-prisoners for the same type of work in the same geographic area.”\textsuperscript{472} Because wages are so low for most prisoner labor, Costco could not follow its own policy and still buy food products from correctional facilities.

Food for children’s school lunches is also often quietly processed by inmate workers. Florida’s Prison Rehabilitation and Diversified Enterprises (PRIDE), a privately held non-profit corporation operating the state’s 41 prison labor programs, manufactures a large amount of
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processed beef, chicken, and pork for Florida school lunch program.\textsuperscript{473} Like many other areas of prison labor, however, the prisoner-school lunch association is kept quiet.

C. State-run “Independent” Correctional Industries

Arizona, Idaho, California, and the majority of other states source their inmate labor pools from state-run correctional industries or enterprises, which organize and parcel out teams of prisoners to work for various private businesses.\textsuperscript{474} These correctional industries are self-funded, not receiving any taxpayer money, and usually run a gamut of programs to send inmates to work at private companies.\textsuperscript{475} They usually operate as a private sector business.\textsuperscript{476} Many state agencies are required to buy products from these quasi-privatized state correctional industries.\textsuperscript{477} This includes public universities.\textsuperscript{478} Every state but Alaska has a correctional enterprise business, staffed by inmate labor to create various goods.\textsuperscript{479}

Like with all other prisoner labor, state correctional enterprises pay incarcerated people a tiny fraction of what they would make on the free market for their work.\textsuperscript{480} Indeed, inmate wages have gone down in the past 20 years.\textsuperscript{481} Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Oklahoma, and Texas pay their prisoners nothing at all, despite profiting handsomely from their labor.\textsuperscript{482}

Using a captive labor force brings tremendous profit to both the prisons and the outside companies. For example, between 2015-16, CALPIA, California’s correctional industry, made over $2 million in profit from agriculture and food.\textsuperscript{483} Likewise, Corcraft, New York’s correctional industry, averages around $50 million in sales annually, with all profits going to state revenue.\textsuperscript{484} Despite its high revenues, approximately $30-40 million a year, Corcraft only pays inmate laborers an average $0.26 an hour.\textsuperscript{485} In comparison, New York’s minimum wage varies from $15/hour in
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New York City to $11.80/hour upstate.\(^{486}\) Similarly, Minnesota’s correctional industry, Minncor, sells numerous products to private companies while paying inmate workers very low wages, thus turning a profit of approximately $13 million dollars in 2019.\(^{487}\) Finally, Oregon Correctional Enterprises (OCE), Oregon’s corrections industry, made $28.5 million dollars in 2019, while keeping inmate wages at approximately $1.25 an hour.\(^{488}\) Oregon also has a state law requiring inmates to work 40 hours a week.\(^{489}\)

These type of state correctional enterprises were first legalized by Congress in 1995 with the Prison Industries Act (PIA).\(^{490}\) The PIA was initially designed “to encourage states and units of local government to establish employment opportunities for prisoners that approximate private sector work opportunities.”\(^{491}\) In addition, the Prison Industry Enhancement Certification Program (PIECP) exempts certified state and local departments of corrections from normal restrictions from selling prisoner-made goods in interstate commerce.\(^{492}\) PIECP also allows certified corrections departments to sell more than $10,000 worth of prisoner-made goods to the Federal government.\(^{493}\) State deductions/wage capture from prisoner wages under PIECP can be up to 80% of hourly monies,\(^{494}\) making inmate labor profitable for state corrections industries, if not for themselves.

And yet despite all this profit gleefully being made, many companies are still remarkably shy about admitting their use of prisoner labor. Numerous companies use subcontracts to work with other businesses, who then are the ones to actually contract with the prison.\(^{495}\) In Minnesota, for example, Plastech utilized the labor of 32 state inmates to work in its plastics company in 2020.\(^{496}\) Plastech is a major supplier for Fujitsu,\(^{497}\) but since the prisoners are only reported as working for Plastech, there is no link between Fujitsu’s products and prison labor. Indeed, Fujitsu’s own corporate responsibility guidebook for their suppliers forbids the use of forced labor,
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which the company defines as “inhumane prison labor in harsh environments.” The Fujitsu guidebook also directs suppliers to “pay appropriate wages,” which is defined as paying the legal minimum wage or more. Thus either Fujitsu is unaware that Plastech is using prison labor in violation of its corporate responsibility guidelines, or is simply ignoring this abuse.

In sum, inexpensive prison labor is a strong force limiting serious criminal justice reform. This built-in, extremely inexpensive workforce benefits both the state prison industry and the companies that feed off of it, as both utilize underpaid labor to keep operating costs low and profits high. It is yet another way that profits continue to be squeezed out of carceral punishment—simply the latest, most palatable iteration.

Part IV: How the Law Helps Maintain Profit in Carceral Punishment

As Noah Zatz argues, “prisoners' labor is located outside the economy on conventional maps of social spheres drawn by lawyers, demographers, and economists.” In large part, this is because of the way the law categorizes inmate labor—separate and distinct from normal, taxable employee labor, despite the profits it garners for both non-profit and for-profit companies. Prison labor, like family labor, is classified as “non-market work,” thus allowing all sorts of loopholes.

A. Classification of inmate workers

One reason that profits are so easily manufactured from prison labor is because U.S. law permits companies to classify inmate workers as something other than “employees.” In general, when workers are employees, the entity that employs them must withhold and pay employment taxes, as well as file employment tax returns. Prisons, businesses, and various other actors do not want imprisoned laborers to be classified as employees, because the Fair Standards Labor Act would then require the inmates to be paid minimum wage and overtime. The exemption of inmate workers from employee status is embedded in several different areas of the law, as detailed below.
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1. Internal Revenue Service classifications

For tax purposes, the Internal Revenue Service does not seem to classify inmate workers as employees. Rev. Rule 75-325 holds that inmate workers performing services for the Federal Prison Industries are not its employees for income tax withholding purposes. Additionally, Code § 3121(b)(7)(F) holds that services done by state inmates are excepted from the term “employment,” and thus, the social security tax.

The determination of whether workers are employees or not has significant consequences for tax liability and reporting. Employment taxes for those classified as employees include federal income tax withholding, Old-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance tax (OASDI or Social Security), and Medicare, as well as any state or local taxes.

Inmates can be responsible for paying taxes on any income they earn while imprisoned, however. In Arizona, for example, the state decided that any inmates earning over $600 should have that income reported to the IRS. $600 is the IRS threshold amount for tax payment. Any taxes owed would come from an inmate's financial account, where their labor wages are deposited. The rate of these taxes, usually imposed on independent contractors, is approximately 15.3% of earnings.

Tax-paying inmates are also eligible for stimulus payments, assuming they file a tax return, received Social Security or Railroad Retirement Income, or previously registered with the IRS through the non-filers portal. This includes the recent CARES ACT stimulus payments.

In addition, a company’s use of carceral labor can result in significant federal tax credits. Under the federal Work Opportunity Tax Credit (“WOTC”), private employers and companies who utilize prison labor can reduce their federal income tax liability by hiring current or ex-
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felons.\textsuperscript{517} The tax credit is per employee, and can range from $1,200 to $9,600, depending on the qualifications of the individual hired.\textsuperscript{518}

2. Fair Labor Standards Act classifications

FLSA was promulgated in 1938 to protect workers, establishing minimum wage, overtime pay, recordkeeping, and child labor standards affecting full-time and part-time workers in the private sector, as well as in federal, state, and local government.\textsuperscript{519} The FLSA was enacted to eliminate “labor standards detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum standard of living necessary for health, efficiency, and general well-being of workers,” and to stop “unfair method[s] of competition” created by substandard labor conditions.\textsuperscript{520} The failure to apply the FLSA to the majority of carceral workers, however, completely undermines this objective.

For purposes of the FLSA, employee status is determined based on economic reality and economic dependence.\textsuperscript{521} Although the FLSA does not specifically exempt prisoners from minimum wage requirements, most courts have held that carceral laborers are not covered.\textsuperscript{522} These courts contend that prisoners cannot be defined as a class of "employees" to which the Act applies.\textsuperscript{523} Since inmate laborers cannot be considered “employees” under FLSA, they cannot also be subject to any of the Act’s provisions, including minimum wage requirements.\textsuperscript{524}

Under FLSA, an employee relationship only exists where “the alleged employer (1) had the power to hire and fire employees, (2) supervised and controlled employee work schedules or conditions of employment, (3) determined the rate and method of payment, and (4) maintained employment records.”\textsuperscript{525} Because most inmate labor is controlled by their individual correctional facility, the FLSA usually does not apply. Overall, courts have generally held that FLSA only applies to prisoners when they are part of a work release program laboring for private firms, under the primary supervision of those businesses.\textsuperscript{526}

Moreover, courts tend to focus on an “exclusive market” understanding of employment when determining whether prison labor is part of an economic market relationship, classifying
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inmate labor as noneconomic. Following the exclusive market model, the inseparability of carceral labor from an institution such as a correctional facility makes it a “nonmarket relationship,” thus rendering it both noneconomic and not an employment relationship.

3. OSHA, the Toxic Substances Control Act, and the Clean Air Act

Federal prisoners are not considered employees under OHSA, the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), and the Clean Air Act (CAA). Due to such classification, a federal prisoner cannot report or file a complaint about working conditions in her place of carceral labor. The Department of Justice has determined that “federal prisoners clearly are not parties to a contractually based employer-employee relationship as contemplated in TSCA, the CAAA, or OSHA.” Indeed, since the work that prisoners do can be classified as involuntary servitude, federal prisoners are legally incapable of entering into “any contract of hire.” Accordingly, the DOJ has determined that employee protections provided for TSCA and clean air whistleblowers, in addition to OSHA’s definition of a federal “employee,” is not applicable to federal prisoner work.

B. Funding Private Businesses in Prisons

Wall Street helps finance CoreCivic and GEO Group, the two primary multibillion-dollar private prison companies that routinely employ many state and federal prisoners. In addition, private equity has enabled the growth of many private companies working in corrections, both large and small, ones that assist in placing prisoners into carceral labor situations. As long as finance and banking continue to support inmate labor on behalf of private companies, it will be nearly impossible to eradicate.

1. Banks floating private prison industries

Several multinational banks grant loans and extend other financing agreements which help support private prison industries, which make tremendous profits off of carceral labor. GEO
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Group and CoreCivic, among other private prison companies, manage their debt financing through a combination of credit, loans, and bonds.\textsuperscript{539}

GEO Group and CoreCivic both have revolving lines of credit with various banks, which allow them to borrow and repay funds at will, up to their credit limit.\textsuperscript{540} Private corrections companies also enter into term loan agreements, which permit them to borrow a certain amount from a combination of banks, to be repaid according to a determined schedule.\textsuperscript{541} Finally, banks underwrite the corporate bonds issued by private corrections companies, which are then purchased by private banks and resold on the secondary market.\textsuperscript{542} The banks receive millions of dollars in interest and fees in return.\textsuperscript{543}

Much of this lending to private prison companies goes through company-owned Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT), an investment vehicle created for companies traditionally investing in and obtaining revenue from real estate holdings.\textsuperscript{544} Given how many private prison companies organize and profit from carceral labor through their work farms, rehabilitation centers and halfway houses,\textsuperscript{545} the funding of these companies needs to be carefully scrutinized and regulated. Currently there is no such oversight, financial or other.

2. Investment and Mutual Funds Supporting Prison Labor

A variety of investment, mutual, and pension funds are deeply invested in private corrections companies and other businesses dependent on prison labor, with millions of dollars held in these vehicles.\textsuperscript{546} Specifically, Vanguard and Fidelity, the two major U.S. investment funds, own stock in various companies that use inmate labor. For example, Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund ($VTSAX) has $150.91 billion invested in 38 companies generally involved in the prison industrial complex, amounting to 14\% of the fund assets.\textsuperscript{547} Likewise, Vanguard ESG U.S. Stock ETF ($ESGV) has $477.4 million invested in 18 companies involved in the prison industrial complex, amounting to 14\% of the fund assets.\textsuperscript{548}
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Fidelity also has invested in both private prison companies and companies using inmate labor. This includes Fidelity® Total Market Index Fund ($FSKAX), which has $8.04 billion invested in 38 prison companies, amounting to 13% of fund assets. Additionally, Fidelity Series Total Market Index Fund has $4.82 billion invested in 38 companies involved in the prison industrial complex, amounting to 13% of fund assets.

Moreover, private prison companies, as well as many corrections-serving businesses, rely heavily on carceral labor in prisons, detention centers, and halfway houses, a model which is an essential part of their modus operandi. Banks, mutual funds, and various investment vehicles help support smaller private companies that profit from prison labor. For example, Aramark, a publicly traded company, provides food services to prisons, and is a heavy user of carceral labor. Likewise, many smaller companies such as Keefe Group, iCare (a subsidiary of Aramark), and Securus Technologies have extremely profitable vending contracts with various correction facilities, charging high prices to inmates for phone calls, necessary toiletries, and even care packages.

In addition to Vanguard and Fidelity, many passively-managed index funds (frequently integrated into mutual funds or 401Ks) own stock in prison industries and companies using carceral labor. The companies range from private prison companies to companies that rely on prison laborers for some of their business, including Aramark, Acadia Healthcare, Costco, 3M and Walmart. Accordingly, many investors are unaware of their passive funding and support of companies using carceral labor.

Higher education also supports prisons and carceral labor through its investment strategies. Although Columbia University and the UC system have divested from prisons and correctional facilities, most colleges and universities have retained their investments.
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In sum, many individuals are unknowingly invested in companies using carceral labor, through standard mutual funds and other investment vehicles. At a minimum, there should be more transparency for those who choose not to support such involuntary servitude.

**Part V: Solutions, Regulatory and Otherwise**

There are various ways to attack the use of abusive carceral labor in state, federal, and industrial setting. These include filing lawsuits by current inmates, implementing regulatory oversight, abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude in state constitutions, and divesting from private companies using prison labor in exploitative ways, as well as private prisons themselves.

A. Regulation and Lawsuits

1. Regulatory Power

Congress has the power to regulate inmate labor in federal prisons, but historically has not done so. The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, however, guarantees a minimum wage and overtime to all of those employed in the U.S., and could easily be applied to inmate labor. Although courts and legislatures have read a prisoner exemption into their interpretation of FLSA, this may conflict with a more general Supreme Court holding, stating that “[s]pecificity in stating exemptions strengthens the implication that employees not thus exempted ... remain within the Act.”

State and federal courts have held that prisoners are not employees because incarcerated individuals are removed from the national economy. However, carceral labor substantially contributes to much state, federal, and business profit, as I discuss above. The FLSA should be interpreted to cover inmate labor both inside and outside correctional facilities, granting prisoners a fair wage for their many hours of hard toil.

2. Lawsuits by Prisoners

There are a number of lawsuits pending against correctional facilities for harsh inmate working conditions. Current and former inmates in Colorado have filed suit in federal district court against the state prison system, the private prison operator CoreCivic, and governor Jared Polis. The prisoners allege “slave labor” conditions during their incarceration by the Colorado
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prison system. The suit demands that inmates be paid minimum wage, be considered state employees, and receive the same benefits as state workers, such as paid holidays and vacations, paid sick leave, and medical benefits. Colorado’s 2018 change to its state constitution, eliminating slavery and involuntary servitude as potential punishments to crime, carved out room for the lawsuit to be filed, as the prisoners now argue they are subject to slave labor conditions, which are unconstitutional.

Eight California prisoners in Alameda County, CA have likewise filed a federal lawsuit alleging that Aramark—the $16.2 billion multinational food and facility services conglomerate serving the Santa Rita jail—profited from forced labor. The plaintiffs claimed that their unpaid work for Aramark was forced labor, violated the U.S. Constitution and the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, and ignored Prop. 189, a 1990 California law requiring private companies to pay prisoners fair wages. The federal complaint argues that prisoners are entitled to wages equal to non-incarcerated workers, and are eligible for overtime pay. The class action also alleges that the jail’s deputies forced prisoners to work by either threatening solitary confinement, longer sentences, or firing. The plaintiffs have sought compensatory and punitive damages, attorney’s fees, and declaratory and injunctive relief.

Following a similar lawsuit in 2020, Nebraska was required to start paying its inmate work force between $20 and $30 dollars a week for their labor within its jails laundering sheets, landscaping, and cleaning bathrooms. After a 2020 vote amending Nebraska's constitution and outlawing slavery and involuntary servitude as criminal punishment, Nebraska now must pay prisoners for labor it had historically required them to do for free. Nebraska inmate labor is not compensated at minimum wage, however.

These recent prisoner suits offer one way for inmate laborers to attempt to get paid a proper minimum wage from their work efforts. Individual or even class lawsuits, however, are a slow and chancy way to claw back some of the profit made by the state and private companies, and only give relief to a small group of plaintiffs even if successful.
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B. Abolishing Constitutional Slavery and Involuntary Servitude

1. Federal Abolition Amendment

The so-called "Abolition Amendment" was a bicameral effort to remove the words “except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted" from the 13th Amendment. The joint resolution would have banned slavery and involuntary servitude as legal punishments for crimes. The original resolution did not pass in the 116th Congress.

The resolution was re-introduced on June 18, 2021 by Oregon Senator Jeff Merkley and Georgia Representative Nikema Williams. The bill’s sponsors argued that eliminating this particular clause from the 13th Amendment would “send a clear message: in this country, no person will be stripped of their basic humanity and forced to toil for someone else’s profit.” As outside supporters of the bill noted, “it targets forced labor and not prison work programs, which are voluntary.” Currently no action has been taken.

Although passing the Abolition Amendment is a noble endeavor, and would help some prisoners who are currently forced to work without any pay or be punished, its passage would not solve all the issues tied to carceral labor and profit-making. The profits extracted from inmate work are so deeply embedded into our system of mass incarceration that this potential Amendment would only ameliorate part of the problem.

2. Amending State Constitutions

Approximately 20 states still have similar slavery and indentured servitude clauses in their constitutions permitting either human bondage or prison labor after conviction of a crime. Colorado, Utah, and Nebraska have removed such constitutional provisions from their state constitutions. Colorado’s constitution now simply states, “"There shall never be in this state either slavery or involuntary servitude,” eliminating language similar to the Thirteenth
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In 2020, Utah and Nebraska both voted to delete language from their state constitutions allowing slavery and involuntary servitude as punishment. Other states seem likely to follow. For example, in response to concerns arising from both the history of slavery and the continuing existence of inmate labor, the Tennessee Senate has advanced a proposal removing the clause in the Tennessee state constitution permitting slavery or involuntary servitude as punishment for a crime. Similar to the U.S. Constitution, the Tennessee constitution holds that “slavery and involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, are forever prohibited in this state.” Article I, § 33 would be replaced by text clearly stating that slavery and involuntary servitude is forbidden in Tennessee. Tennessee’s Department of Corrections, however, has requested additional text noting that “nothing in this section shall prohibit an inmate from working when the inmate has been duly convicted of a crime.” The resolution next goes before the Tennessee House before being voted on in 2022’s general election.

Minnesota had a similar bill up for vote in the November 2020 election, offering Minnesotans the chance to eliminate slavery and involuntary servitude as possible punishments for crime from their state constitution. Some constituents, however, were concerned that eliminating such language would make it difficult to continue low-wage inmate work programs in state prisons.

Likewise, there is a bill in the Texas legislature proposing an amendment to the state constitution banning slavery and forced labor for any reason, including as punishment. The bill’s supporters argue that this type of amendment would not only help stop correctional facilities from imposing mandatory work policies, it would also allow inmates forced to work to take these cases to court. Although the bill has not yet gotten a committee hearing, if it passes the legislature, the decision to amend the TX constitution would be left up to the state voters.
These changes to state constitutions are slowly gaining momentum. New Jersey may place a similar bill to its voters in 2021. In 2020, State Assemblywomen Angela McKnight, Britnee Timberlake and Shanique Speight sponsored a resolution that would amend NJ Constitution’s Article 1 with a new paragraph that holds: “No person shall be held in slavery or involuntary servitude in this state, including as a penalty or a punishment for a crime.” It would be passed in conjunction with a question to New Jersey voters on election ballots asking them if they approved amending the NJ Constitution for those specified reasons.

California bans slavery already, but may allow voters to ban involuntary servitude as a criminal punishment. The involuntary servitude measure would remove involuntary servitude from Art. 1, Section 6 of the California constitution. As the measure’s sponsor notes, “the euphemistic language of ‘involuntary servitude’ masks what this nefarious practice is in plain language: forced labor.” As California inmates are not given the choice of working when imprisoned, much California carceral labor is truly involuntary. Many Californians feel that requiring involuntary labor of prisoners simply continues the legacy of slavery, given the demographics of those incarcerated.

These states considering the elimination of slavery and involuntary servitude from their constitutions are part of a broader abolition movement, seeking to end carceral labor state-wide and in the federal constitution. The Abolish Slavery National Network (ABNN) is a national coalition seeking to “abolish constitutional slavery and involuntary servitude in all forms, for all people.” The ABNN argues that state constitutions are not symbolic, but important parts of state law, and thus must be amended to eliminate the language of slavery and involuntary servitude.

The advocacy and movement to abolish the mention of slavery and involuntary servitude as acceptable punishments for crimes in state documents is a heartening signal, and certainly should be supported. Like the federal abolition amendment, however, even a full elimination of slavery and involuntary servitude would not truly fix the persistent problem with coercive carceral labor, due to the existing case law, the regulation overseeing prison labor, and the complicated structure of mass incarceration. Abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude for criminal
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punishment is an important symbolic step, but just the beginning of what is needed to start draining the profits out of punishment.

C. Divesting from Private Prisons and Private Industry in Prisons

1. Growing Bank Refusal to Fund Private Prison Companies

As discussed in Part IV, despite increasing divestment, there are still some major banks that help fund private prisons’ complicated real-estate and tax holdings. More and more, however, lenders have begun abandoning private prison companies, cutting off funding and declining to provide financing for new facilities.\(^{611}\) Over the past 4 years, several major banks have pulled their credit from the private corrections industry, including JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, PNC, Barclays, U.S. Bank, SunTrust Banks/BBT, BNP Paribas, and Bank of America.\(^{612}\) Approximately 72% of future financing to these companies, with an estimated value of over $1.9 billion, has disappeared.\(^{613}\)

As a result, both Geo Group and CoreCivic are currently facing significant cash-flow problems, reflecting their loss of credit access from major banks.\(^{614}\) Most recently, Regions Bank in Alabama announced the ending of its partnership with CoreCivic, and will not be renewing their 2023 contract.\(^{615}\) Following suit, Barclays Bank and KeyBank Capital Markets pulled out of a deal to help fund CoreCivic’s building of three Alabama prisons.\(^{616}\) The pressure for banks to distance themselves from the financing of private prison companies continues to increase,\(^{617}\) as more reports spread of private prisons’ unfair forced labor policies and terrible living conditions.

As more and more banks hopefully pull their funding from major private prison companies like CoreCivic and Geo Group, their ability to continue to expand across the country will cease. Public pressure and shaming on those remaining banks who continue to fund them may eventually stop ability of private prisons to force scores of imprisoned carceral workers to labor in unsafe and poorly compensated jobs.

2. Banks Supporting the Released

In harmony with the divestment of many major banks from private prison REITS such as CoreCivic and Geo Group, it is also possible for banks to support prisoner education,
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rehabilitation, and job training. Banks should look for opportunities to support organizations that provide education, training and economic opportunity to those who have been incarcerated.618

For example, Beneficial State Bank619 supports CROP (Creating Restorative Opportunities and Programs), a non-profit providing released prisoners with restorative assistance, rehabilitation and other needed services to help them thrive in the community.620 Likewise, Bank of America supports formerly-imprisoned entrepreneurs who are operating mission-driven organizations.621 Bank of America’s plan, called Unlocked Futures, gives former prisoners an unrestricted $50,000 grant and a year of expert strategic support, along with coaching from Bank of America senior executives.622

3. Eliminating Private Profit from the Carceral World

Although only 8% of prisons are privately-run,623 there are innumerable ways private companies using carceral labor make money from public imprisonment. The general use of external, for-profit providers for health care, food, telephony, banking, and visitation services has significantly decreased the quality of life for inmates, all while steadily increasing private revenues.624 The cheap pricing offered by these service providers to the state and local county is offset by the toll these substandard offerings have on inmates, including higher rates of illness and death, often barely edible or extremely minimal provisions, very expensive phone rates, exploitative fees for inmate banking, and pricey video visitation costs for any visitors who may wish to maintain contact with those incarcerated.625

The private contractors who operate in public prisons and jails have a vested interest in keep the system of mass incarceration in place, since the more people incarcerated, the more money these companies make.626 In total, there are at least 3,100 corporations that profit from mass incarceration.627

Private businesses have benefited tremendously from the change of public provision of carceral services to private, for-profit provision.628 Incarcerated individuals less so. “The corrections industry operates for the primary purpose of maximizing profits for its owners—
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creating strong incentives to achieve new forms of monetary extraction in addition to shifting the burden of existing costs.”

To truly free prisoners from the burden of being used as a profit source, states cannot skimp on services by using private purveyors to save money. Monetizing the criminal justice system through the use of private service providers injures everyone but the profit-makers.

Conclusion

“Comprised of institutions that include courts, police and sheriffs’ offices, and prisons and jails that warehouse predominately poor people, the criminal justice system and many of its stakeholders derive profit in various ways from those caught within its grip.”

Roughly half of American inmates worked in some form in 2020, many unwillingly, and even more under very harsh conditions. In large part, however, these carceral workers have been ignored and forgotten. “[T]oiling at the margins of the American economy,” these incarcerated individuals create profit for private industry and cut costs for state and local governments, but get little payment or benefit for themselves. Carceral labor essentially still functions as modern penal servitude, itself a quintessentially American invention.

As Amna Akbar has argued, our system of mass incarceration demonstrates a passionate “commitment to extracting capital from Black [and minority] labor.” And yet there has been little focus until very recently on the role of profit and capitalism in our criminal justice system. This Article has sought to lay out the historical path of profiteering in punishment, looking particularly at how carceral labor—and often the literal body, blood, and bones of inmate workers—has shaped the system of mass incarceration today. Although many aspects of such carceral labor have altered, the ineradicable extraction of revenues from the corpus of the imprisoned has not changed.

Where to go from here is the difficult question. Answers have ranged from outright abolition of prisons, to requiring minimum wage or a living wage for prison labor, to
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eradicating all involuntary carceral labor.\textsuperscript{638} What is clear, however, is that removing the cash from carceral labor will be no easy task, given the deeply enmeshing of profitability with mass incarceration. The economic forces underlying and benefiting from carceral labor range from investment funds to major corporations, and are thus difficult to dislodge from the prison industrial complex. Indeed, “today’s prison entrepreneurs view inmates not only as exploitable workers, but also as captive consumers and tenants, as well as tickets to government money.”\textsuperscript{639} Loosening the commercial grasp will be a long and complex process.

If the history of the prison is the history of brutal prison labor,\textsuperscript{640} then at minimum we must try to envision a different kind of criminal incarceration, one that allows inmates the dignity of meaningful work with appropriate compensation, along with the right to choose what type of work undertaken. Otherwise, a criminal sentence will continue to be what it has always been, a “pernicious form[] of servitude,”\textsuperscript{641} trapped in the service of endlessly increasing profit, the literal revenues of physical toil, suffering, and exploitation. The 21\textsuperscript{st} century can and must do better.
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